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I dedicate this book to women who want it all: love, health, 
and career. May you be happy, con dent, and living your 
dreams in spite of whatever gets in your way.

A special thanks to my clan of supporters, both family 
and friends near and far who come from all walks of life. 
You were crucial in my triumph.

Here�’s to looking up!





We must be willing to let go of the life we planned so as to 
have the life that is waiting for us.

�—Joseph Campbell

Your accident wasn�’t a life change. The life change will be 
the path that you choose because of your gained perspective. 
You will know what you want from life, perhaps leaving the 
preaccident life behind totally.

�—Dr. R.

We cannot tear out a single page of our life, but we can throw 
the whole book in the  re.

�—George Sand
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P U T T I N G  T H E  P I E C E S 
T O G E T H E R

I AWOKE FEELING COLD IN A STARK, SQUARE HOSPITAL 
room. I tried to look around as I heard familiar voices. I 
was lying in a bed covered with a  imsy, white herringbone 
blanket. Both my mother and my husband were sitting to 
my right. I heard the beeping of a monitor and several unfa-
miliar voices. Why was I here? How did I get here?

A nurse with a long, blond ponytail, glasses, and blue 
scrubs came in and approached my bed to check my vitals 
and IV bag. Looking up from her clipboard, she asked, 
�“How�’s your pain?�”

I tried to nod, but I couldn�’t. My neck was in a brace. 
Scared, I said, �“I�’m okay. I think?�” I looked at my mother�’s 
face. She was crying. I passed my hand over my face, which 
was tender and swollen. I was in a hospital gown with tubes 
coming out of my arms and plastic cups around my calves. 
Every few minutes the cups would in ate and de ate. 
Combined with the dissonant mixture of rhythmic beeps 
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from my monitor, the buzzing of the overhead  uorescent 
lights, telephones ringing, intercom crackling, and staff 
talking, my already-high levels of anxiety and fear rose.

Although I do not remember the few days prior to my 
waking up, my mother and my husband, AJ, had been by 
my side continually. My mother came closer to my bed, 
carefully touched my hand, and said, �“Heidi, you arrived at 
the emergency room via ambulance after being struck by a 
tree limb outside your apartment.�”

�“How long have I been here?�”
�“Five days. I�’ve been here for the last four days.�”
Confused, I asked, �“AJ, did you see it happen?�”
Without much expression, he said, �“I didn�’t know it 

happened. A neighbor saw the limb strike you and called 
the police immediately.�”

My mother continued, �“The doctor and EMTs said that 
only minutes after being knocked out, you were taken by 
the  re department to where you are now, in the ICU at St. 
Francis Hospital in Poughkeepsie, New York.�”

AJ smiled and said, �“Thank goodness you�’re addicted 
to that iPhone of yours. That�’s how I found you. You took 
it with you when you left to take out the trash and go for 
a walk. When you didn�’t come back, I called. You didn�’t 
answer. Instead, a doctor did. He told me you had been 
struck by a tree and were in the ER.�”

Over the next few hours, they continued to put the 
pieces of the puzzle together for me. Apparently, by the 
time AJ had arrived at the hospital the day of the accident, 
I had already been admitted. The doctor who answered my 
phone didn�’t know what to say to AJ, as many tests had 
not yet been done. The possibilities, however, were grim: 
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I could be paralyzed, severely handicapped, or worse. The 
doctor said the tree limb had given me multiple fractures 
on my face, head, and�—most critically�—a broken cervical 
vertebra. The right side of my face was extremely swollen 
and my right eye severely bruised; thankfully, there was 
no damage to my eyesight. The doctor told AJ that as the 
staff was tearing off my clothes and preparing for scans and 
tests, I yelled for him in a panic. �“AJ, where is he? Call him. 
Please, call him. He doesn�’t know where I am!�”

The doctor told me, �“He�’s on his way. I just spoke to 
your husband, AJ.�” Because of my outburst, the doctor 
sedated me to prevent further damage to my spine. I was 
sent through four CT scans that day before being trans-
ferred to the ICU that evening.

While I was in the ICU, AJ had to make some of the 
most dif cult phone calls of our marriage and perhaps of his 
life. We had met nearly ten years before while working in a 
restaurant on Newbury Street in Boston, he in the kitchen 
and I waiting tables. He was originally from a small town in 
Brazil�’s cheese state, Minas Gerais. I was from a small town 
in Wisconsin, the cheese state. AJ was a short, green-eyed 
Latin version of Tiger Woods. I was not nearly as dark and 
had many freckles, but I was also short with calico-green 
eyes.

When we  rst met, we communicated mostly in 
Spanish, as his English was poor. Having returned from 
living abroad in Spain only months before we met, I was 
eager to speak Spanish, and Spanish was closer to his native 
Portuguese than English. So, one evening after work, I asked 
him out�—how very forward of me. He accepted and things 
moved fast. We quickly moved in together, but because we 
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were both in our early twenties and from either divorced or 
separated families, we waited years to marry.

In the hospital the evening of the accident and faced 
with the need to contact my mother in Massachusetts and 
my father in Florida, AJ hesitated. Although he knew both 
of my parents well, he dreaded calling. What husband wants 
to say what no parent ever wants to hear�—that an accident 
had happened on his watch?

My mother, only three hours away, gathered her things 
and arrived the next day. My father talked to AJ and then 
to the doctor, who could explain my condition in detail 
without AJ�’s thick Brazilian accent. He would stay in 
Florida for an update. Then AJ called my employer�’s of ce 
after hours to inform the company about my accident. He 
explained that although I had planned to return to the 
of ce in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, after working remotely in 
upstate New York, I would be unable to return as quickly 
as the next week.

Although I didn�’t remember any of these days, appar-
ently I had used my beloved iPhone to update Facebook, 
write e-mails, talk to my father, and text childhood friends.

Via Twitter@HeidiSiefkas29 Sep 09
had a tree accident in NY this wknd, i�’ll be in the hospital 
recovering for a few weeks until the end of October. i�’m 
not a good patient.

That shows I was convinced I was the same one-woman 
show as before, juggling a successful career as a globetrotting 
VP of marketing and public relations in the travel industry, 
being happily married to an aspiring Brazilian chef, owning 
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a home in Florida, and actively hiking, traveling, running, 
and adventuring in my free time. I wasn�’t going to let head 
trauma, a broken neck, or heavy sedatives get in the way!

Heck, I�’d been a highly competitive overachiever since 
birth, probably stemming from being an only child. Con-
vinced I was a sort-of super woman, I had been on autopi-
lot.



M Y  F I R S T  V I S I TO R S

LATER THAT DAY AFTER FADING OUT, I AWOKE TO SEVERAL 
faces, but I vaguely recognized only one: Gary, the brother 
of my mom�’s husband, Frank, from New York.

I hadn�’t seen Gary since my mom and Frank�’s wedding 
 fteen years before. I had taught him to play �“Chopsticks�” 
on my mother�’s baby grand. The other visitors were two 
of AJ�’s classmates from the Culinary Institute of America, 
dressed in checkered chef pants and white personalized 
coats.

As my mother reintroduced me to Gary, I lifted my 
hand, pretending to play the piano with two  ngers. �“Yeah, 
I remember.�”

Gary responded jokingly, �“You bet. I�’ve been practic-
ing.�” As I drifted in and out, they continued talking. AJ 
tried to introduce his friends, but I certainly wasn�’t in the 
mood to chitchat, being bruised, drugged, and dressed in a 
hospital gown. I had a good excuse to not socialize, or even 
to be a little rude.
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That evening, my mother and the nurses continued to 
stress the severity of my situation, but I took it all lightly. 
Would Superwoman take a broken neck and neurosurgery 
lightly? Perhaps I either didn�’t understand my situation 
or couldn�’t comprehend it because of brain damage�—or 
because of denial.

In preparation for my surgery the following morning, I 
ate and drank very little. I had no appetite anyway. Before 
my mother and AJ left, I asked, �“I�’m freezing in this gown. 
Can you bring me some clothes?�” That night spent alone did 
not go well. After vomiting all over myself, I was covered 
from head to toe in puke colored purple by the only thing 
that tasted good, cranberry juice. After the nurse changed 
my gown, I spent the rest of the night with little sleep and 
in excruciating pain. The constant yet off-key beeps and 
buzzes from the many machines were strangely comforting. 
They kept me company.

In the morning, I would have been delighted to see 
anyone walk through the door but was especially grateful 
to greet my  rst visitor, the anesthesiologist. He put me out 
of my misery by the time he counted ten, nine, eight . . .

The next thing I knew, I awoke with my mother by 
my side.

�“Did they do it already? Am I okay?�”
�“Yes, Dr. Z said he repaired the broken bone with 

netting and steel. You need to rest now.�”
Groggy but feisty, I declared, �“I want out of here!�” 

However, after hanging out in the recovery room, I had to 
go back to the ICU.

Although I remember my mother sitting with me in the 
recovery room, I don�’t remember my doctor�’s visit or con-
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versation that afternoon. I was heavily drugged and coming 
out of anesthesia. However, from my mother�’s accounts, 
the doctor told me, �“You are very lucky to be alive.�”

He also said a man would be  tting me for a new brace 
that day. It was imperative I wear the brace to make my 
neck, back, and torso immobile. That would aid in the 
fusion of my cervical vertebra. �“Good news. You will be 
transferred out of the ICU to another  oor, a normal  oor, 
once you have the new brace.�”

I was happy to hear I would be moved. I wanted to 
progress. Moving to another  oor meant I was one step 
closer to returning to my life. Little did I know this hospital 
stay was only one stage�—and a very minor stage at that�—in 
regaining the life I knew.

Maybe it was the drugs, the head trauma, or a combi-
nation of the two, but when the man came to  t me for 
my brace that day, I was disgruntled. Not only did he look 
unprofessional with his baggy jeans complete with plumb-
er�’s crack, but he also failed to bring the right-sized brace. 
For Christ�’s sake, it was my sixth day in the hospital. Even 
if someone needed to order a brace in the right size, the 
doctors would have known about it days beforehand. It 
could have been at the hospital by the day I needed it.

I freely expressed my disapproval. �“You have had more 
than enough time to get me what I need as well as to dress 
professionally. This is beyond insulting. Call Dr. Z!�” The 
brace man didn�’t call Dr. Z, but the nurses did after he left. I 
was more than angry. At that point, getting out of the ICU 
was the only thing on my mind. But to make the move, I 
had to put my faith in this Neanderthal!

That outburst led to transferring me to the  fth  oor 
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immediately, despite my not having the correct brace. I felt 
as triumphant as one can feel with a catheter, neck brace, 
and hospital gown. Unlike the ICU room, I had a window 
in my new room. It didn�’t have a view of the beautiful 
Hudson River, but I could see other hospital buildings and 
a tree-lined hill in the background.

This change was like leaving a Las Vegas casino; I could 
 nally tell the time of day by looking outside. And another 
plus: my mother and AJ could come as early and stay as late 
as they wanted, even spend the night. No more ridiculously 
con ning visitors�’ hours.

That evening, as if giving me a birthday present, my 
mother delivered a new pair of gray sweat pants and a 
sweatshirt. I couldn�’t wear the pants because of the catheter, 
but she carefully dressed me in the sweatshirt over my 
gown. What a huge improvement over being nearly naked 
in this chilly hospital! Then, for dinner, the nurses asked 
my mother to  ll out my favorite soft foods on the hos-
pital�’s menu. Just like when I was a kid, she checked off 
mashed potatoes, applesauce, and a peanut-butter-and-jelly 
sandwich. Yet with my adult palate and being married to 
a chef in training, I found that the food tasted worse than 
airplane fare. Plus it wasn�’t worth the pain to chew it, as my 
facial bones were still extremely sore. On top of it all, my 
throat was raw from the surgery and its incision.

While transitioning from morphine to pain pills, I 
became acquainted with the nurses on the  fth  oor. Every 
four hours one of them would come, which meant more 
pain pills and a little company to break up my counting 
the holes in the ceiling tiles. Granted, some nurses were 
better than others; I noted a dramatic difference between 
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the demeanors of the daytime nurses versus the graveyard 
shifters. Maybe the daytime shift conversations were all 
an act�—�“Honey, darling, sweetie, I know�”�—because I had 
visitors, witnesses to their behaviors. However, the night 
crew came in like ghosts: pop in, give meds, check vitals, 
and pop out to go back to texting or watching the TV until 
passing the patient baton to the relieving nurse.

Regardless of shift, not one of them exuded the com-
passion I expected from a nurse. Between the equipment 
provider with his in-your-face butt crack and the revolv-
ing door of nurses and specialists who failed to respond 
promptly to my call button due to gossiping or texting, I 
began to believe the term health care professional was an 
oxymoron.



R E T U R N I N G  TO  M Y  R O OT S

PASSING THE HOURS IN A DAZED STATE ON THE FIFTH 
 oor of St. Francis Hospital in Poughkeepsie, I thought of 
another St. Francis Hospital. In the mid-1970s, I was born 
in St. Francis Hospital in La Crosse, Wisconsin, nearly three 
thousand miles away. Suddenly, I was given a second chance 
at life in a hospital with the same name as the one where I 
was born. What a rare coincidence!

Not having lived in Wisconsin since my undergraduate 
studies in Madison, perhaps I needed to revisit my roots.

My childhood home was a hobby farm in rural western 
Wisconsin. We lived nearly three miles outside of the small 
town of Galesville in Little Tamarack, a valley of dairy 
farms and apple orchards. Our cedar-sided two-story house 
and its twenty acres were nestled in the heart of the valley. 
A former orchard served as a pasture for our  ock of sheep. 
Large maple, oak, and pine trees completely hid the house 
atop a small hill. The rest of the property was peppered 
with red sheds. One served as the stables for the sheep, 
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another as my playhouse, and the largest for my mom�’s 
antique shop called The Little Red Shed.

Although one might expect a girl from rural Wiscon-
sin to be conservative, my upbringing was quite unconven-
tional. My parents nurtured me in what I would consider 
a quasi-hippie atmosphere. We didn�’t live in a yurt or at a 
commune, but we did have a VW van. My parents, both 
well-educated, consciously chose to live in tune with nature 
aligning with their liberal set of values, all without the in u-
ence of marijuana or an abundance of tie-dyed clothing. At 
our farm, my mother was the antique dealer, beekeeper, 
shepherd, weaver, and gardener. My father worked as a uni-
versity professor in La Crosse and as a part-time bartender 
at a local tavern in Galesville.

Unlike children my age, I ate only homemade, dehy-
drated apple fruit wraps from our orchard or carob chips 
from the organic market in town for snacks. There were no 
pitchers of Kool-aid or boxes of nuclear orange macaroni 
and cheese for me. It was organic, homegrown or nothing, 
unless I was visiting my grandparents who had �“real�” treats. 
Without brothers, sisters, or neighborhood kids, I stuck to 
entertaining myself with our pets, including Caesar, an old 
St. Bernard, and numerous farm cats. My favorite, Vesta, 
was all white with two differently colored eyes.

If the house, barn, or antique shop got too small for my 
liking, I hid in my playhouse�—a converted corn crib�—or 
went up into the pasture. Although I loved being the center 
of my parents�’ world, they wanted to make sure I was well 
socialized. So I attended a preschool a couple days a week 
in town as well as classes at the university to get me ready 
for kindergarten. Nevertheless, I was tremendously shy, still 
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hugging my parents�’ legs until I came out of my shell as a 
teenager.

With a strong German heritage and living in a similar 
setting to the popular book, Heidi, my parents had named 
me Heidi. I guess they thought it would be cute to have 
a girl named Heidi in the countryside playing alongside a 
 ock of sheep! (Granted, in the book, Heidi�’s grandfather 
and her friend, Peter, raised goats, not sheep, but potayto 
patahto.)

This unusual childhood in rural Wisconsin taught me 
to appreciate my independence. From early on, I had been 
the free-spirited country girl who never lost the desire to 
explore.



W H E R E ’ S  E V E N  A N  O U N C E 
O F  I N D E P E N D E N C E ?

ON THE DAY AFTER MY SURGERY, MOM CAME EARLY TO 
keep me company and watch my progress while AJ was 
in school. Midmorning, the head nurse came to take out 
my catheter. Although I feared the pain, the nurse reached 
under my gown and in what seemed like one gentle pull 
gave me back an ounce of my independence. It had been 
unsettling to be dependent and not feel the urge to go to 
the bathroom. However, this was just the tip of the iceberg 
as far as regaining my lost freedoms. I didn�’t know I would 
be like a child for months, dependent on doctors, family, 
friends, and coworkers.

Afterward, when I was told the staff physical thera-
pist would walk me around the  oor, I was fearful but also 
thrilled. As an active person whose wardrobe sported more 
athletic gear than three-piece suits or swanky club attire, I 
saw this as a glimmer of hope. I knew that to get discharged, 
I would have to be able to walk without much assistance. 
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My  rst steps were baby steps, each one tentative, slow, 
and unbalanced. Not surprisingly, I tired after walking the 
linoleum  oor in only one hallway and told the physical 
therapist, �“I need to sit. I�’m dizzy and scared.�”

The therapist eased me to a nearby chair and said, 
�“You�’re doing a great job. Slow and steady wins the race, 
right?�” Although it was a compliment, I didn�’t feel vic-
torious. For someone who had climbed alone to a height 
exceeding three thousand feet in the Catskills and to the 
top of a  re tower the day before the accident, ironically, 
I had to be awfully cautious of steps on the level hospital 
 oor.

However, on that  rst walk, I did look into the patient 
rooms of those who couldn�’t walk. Despite my condition, 
I felt lucky. I saw them hooked up to multiple beeping 
and wheezing machines. Many had no family members or 
friends by their sides. They lay alone in dark rooms with 
 avorless meals and water pitchers atop their trays while 
their TVs played the last channel a nurse had selected.

After an entire week in the hospital, the following day 
was like a coming-of-age event. I was set for two biggies: 
a bath and a bowel movement. The head nurse who had 
removed the catheter the day before said, �“Sweetie, you 
have to go number two once before you can be discharged.�” 
Before placing a measuring pan in the commode, she held it 
in my line of sight, saying, �“This is to monitor your progress.�”

I looked at the container, which looked like a large 
upside down hat, and then at her with a skeptical grimace 
and asked, �“Can you bring me some apple pie?�” I felt like I 
was betraying my mom�’s Cortland apple variety, but I knew 
I hadn�’t eaten enough to poop. And I wanted out badly. So 
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she said, �“Sure.�” Under normal circumstances, I would have 
asked for cheddar cheese on top, but I didn�’t, not wanting 
to get more plugged up than I already was. I loved cheese, 
but not that much!

Then she brought out a washing pan with warm, soapy 
water and a washcloth. Time for my  rst sponge bath. I 
had envisioned a sponge bath much differently in my fanta-
sies�—not with a random nurse or in a hospital bed but with 
a sexy partner and the Dirty Dancing soundtrack playing, 
dozens of candles lit, and even a bottle of champagne.

She sponged my legs, arms, stomach, and back while I 
stayed in bed. I was disappointed she didn�’t wash my hair, 
which was starting to look ratty. After eight days in the 
hospital, I appeared as if I was prepping myself for dread-
locks.

I asked the nurse, �“Can you wash this mop?�”
�“Because of your brace, I can�’t wash your hair, but 

I might have something that will do the trick. It�’s like a 
semiwash.�”

She returned with a Comfort Cap, a plastic shower cap 
with a liner. She microwaved it to activate the shampoo 
and conditioner in the liner, and then my mother put the 
plastic cap on my head and massaged it into my scalp. After 
she removed the cap and brushed my hair, I asked her, �“Can 
I use your compact?�” Although I looked as though I�’d lost 
a bad bar  ght, I gave the mirror back and said, �“This is as 
good as it gets.�” And it was the truth; I looked as good as I 
could�—bruised, swollen, in a brace, and eating bad apple 
pie to make me poop.

Only after that momentous event could I leave.



R E L E A S E  M E ,  N O W 
T A K E  M E  B AC K

ON THE NINTH DAY AT THE HOSPITAL, MY MOM LEFT EARLY 
in the morning to return to Boston for work. AJ and I waited 
together. I had already passed all the tests: I had pooped on 
my own, walked by myself, and given myself a sponge bath. 
The only thing left was getting my full immobilization 
brace. Once again, I was waiting for the brace man with the 
plumber�’s crack. Counting the minutes, I wondered what 
the bills would be from multiple days of  ne dining, hospi-
tality, and spa services at Chez St. Francis.

When the brace man arrived, I was horri ed. What he 
brought was more like a cage than a brace�—a full chest and 
back plate connected to a neck collar.

Like before, he arrived wearing less-than-professional 
attire and showed poor bedside manner. He quickly put 
the brace on me, gave me the instruction manual, and said, 
�“That�’s it.�” I asked him to demonstrate putting it on one 
more time because I did not feel comfortable. Instead, he 
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passed the manual over to AJ and said, �“Everything�’s in 
there.�” How I wanted to spit on him!

Still, having this new brace meant I was free to go. The 
discharge nurse gave me the doctor�’s printout of my to-dos, 
which appeared to be copied from Wikipedia. Neither the 
doctor nor the nurse went over the information with me. 
Maybe I was expecting too much, considering I�’d never 
broken my neck before.

AJ went down to the ground  oor so he could pull the 
car around. As the nurse helped me into a wheelchair, I 
held on to it with a death grip. After all, I had moved only 
at a very slow walk in over a week. The quick pace to get 
me to the elevator and the outside pick-up area frightened 
me as I felt every bump and crack in the  oor. I presumed 
the nurse was rushing to sneak in a cigarette break right 
after she  nished with me.

Although I felt grateful to get out of the hospital, I was 
extremely fearful getting into the car. The ride home was 
a little over a mile and only  ve minutes. However, this 
time we had to make a necessary stop at the pharmacy for 
painkillers, which meant driving on the open road. With all 
the curves, stops, and potholes along the way, I had to deal 
with more than the cracks in the hospital  oor.

After multiple attempts due to the restrictions of my 
new brace, I got into the car. I imagine Houdini could have 
gotten out of one of his tricks more quickly. And I was 
right. The car ride to the pharmacy with its speed, bumps, 
and turns was too much. How I wished for one last dose of 
morphine so I could get back to the apartment in an altered 
blurred state.

In the car, I waited forever for AJ to get the painkillers. All 
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I wanted was a bed and relief. Once we arrived at our mul-
tiple-story, brick apartment building, getting into our  rst-
 oor studio apartment was like an obstacle course. I pivoted 
my way out of the car, climbed six tricky stairs, and managed 
to pass through not one but three doors. I cursed the entire 
way like a delusional veteran or a recently discharged sailor.

In this studio with windows facing the street, the decor 
was spartan. Like most temporary college apartments, it had 
a combined living and sleeping space with a bathroom and a 
one-butt kitchen. AJ had lived there for the past four months 
since moving up from Florida to go to culinary school. 
Although it wasn�’t the most secure neighborhood of Pough-
keepsie, a small city of about thirty thousand people, it was 
the best price and distance from the school for that semester. 
During my monthly visits when I worked remotely, I had 
helped get the place livable by adding a small table, desk, and 
futon for lounging and sleeping. But it certainly didn�’t have 
the love or warmth of our beautiful home in Florida.

I immediately headed for the bed, a horribly uncom-
fortable futon that made the hospital bed look like a 
luxury,  ve-star hotel�’s bed, with its built-in TV remote, 
call buttons, and the ability to elevate or recline. To endure 
the new, con ning brace, I needed to frequently change my 
position from reclined to  at to elevated. At the apartment, 
I was limited to using the few pillows we had. After experi-
menting, I found the secret recipe was only one  at pillow, 
as the brace didn�’t allow for anything higher. If I used more, 
I quickly found out it created a sensation like I was hanging 
myself, preventing me from sleeping or even feeling sane.

The studio apartment lacked the every-four-hour inter-
ruptions of the hospital, which was good. I needed to be 
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more independent�—or as independently dependent as 
someone could be in my situation. I ate very little, slept 
little, and was in a lot of pain.

Strangely enough, it was when I left the hospital that 
the sleepless nights began. Oh how I needed the sleep to 
heal! However, because of my brace, I couldn�’t toss and 
turn, just quietly count sheep. I also couldn�’t use my go-to 
method of counting the holes in the ceiling tiles because my 
new ceiling was cheaply painted white without even the 
oh-so-common popcorn for texture.

Around this time, I began to experience shooting pains 
in my legs. Despite walking daily to keep the blood  owing, 
every time I got up out of the car, a chair, or my bed, a 
sharp pain shot up my legs to my lower back. When I was 
still, the pain radiated from my toes through my legs up to 
my lumbar area.

During these shooting spells, I�’d  ash back to the agony 
of running the 2004 Boston Marathon. I had completed 
that grand physical feat but just barely. After mile twenty-
three�—after Heartbreak Hill and approaching Brookline 
with Boston�’s Back Bay ahead�—I felt like I was running on 
stumps. Each step traveled up through my body, bone by 
aching bone. But even that excruciating pain paled in com-
parison to what I was experiencing now. The sti ing and 
severe agony in my legs from running the marathon lasted 
less than a week, but it had been more than two weeks 
since my surgery. And did my legs hurt!

How I suffered those  rst six days out of the hospital 
and in the studio. All I�’d wanted was to get out of the 
hospital, but as soon as I did, I wanted to go back. The grass 
is always greener, right?
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ALONE IN THE STUDIO WHILE AJ WENT TO SCHOOL DURING 
the day and worked at night, I couldn�’t stop thinking about 
what I had found.

On the morning of the day before the accident, I had 
gone hiking in the Catskills near Woodstock and then 
returned to the apartment to clean up and watch a movie. 
However, I felt uneasy and couldn�’t pinpoint why. I looked 
around AJ�’s desk and then opened his computer. Suspicious, 
I checked his recent browsing history and logged into his 
e-mail. There, I saw correspondence with a former female 
coworker who lived in Miami. I recognized the name 
because, before his move to New York, she was texting 
him too many times for any wife, girlfriend, or partner 
to ignore. When we had discussed the questionable texts 
months before, he said, �“It�’s nothing.�” I believed him then.

This time, I read conversations in which he intimately 
called her by the same endearing nickname as mine�—
popozuda (bootylicious in Portuguese)!
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Although my stomach turned and I began to sweat, 
I dug deeper. A week earlier, the woman had written an 
English paper for him, which he had shown me with pride 
when I arrived from Florida. I should have known that his 
Porglish (Portuguese-English) hadn�’t improved to the level 
of an English 101 term paper in just weeks. Then I found 
the mother lode, a multiple-page letter from her to him 
outlining my deepest fears. It was a confession letter of 
their relationship�—written to him but intended for me to 
 nd on his computer. What a clever other woman!

In the letter, she wrote about the beautiful beginning 
of their relationship in Florida one year earlier. It revealed 
twelve full months of lies. Relentlessly, I kept reading. She 
described their passionate sexual relationship and how his 
accounts of our sex life being dead justi ed their actions. I 
became nauseated when I read she started taking the pill 
after trusting his monogamy with her. Although I felt just 
plain stupid, I was not alone. Hello, naive other woman. He 
was living like a king, having his cake and eating it too�—all 
the while unprotected with us both.

Like adding salt to my wound, she wondered why he 
would stay with someone who was controlling, belittling, 
and not making him happy. Then she confronted him 
about  ling divorce papers as he had promised. She wrote, 
�“You said going to school in New York and getting out of 
the house in Florida was your way out. Why do you keep 
allowing her to visit monthly�—especially after I came and 
visited you?�”

I sat in this studio apartment that I�’d  nanced and 
signed a lease for and almost growled. �“What balls! What 
an insult!�” While I kept our life in Florida a oat with my 
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career, he was chasing a dream of being a Culinary Insti-
tute of America graduate and chef. All the while, the other 
woman visited freely from Miami, living off a gigolo, or 
more accurately, me. I had provided a place for them to 
rendezvous with my credit and money. I had enabled them. 
And AJ had been living a double life.

Shockingly, I didn�’t feel sad or even hurt, necessarily. 
My blood was boiling and the hair on my arms was standing 
on end. I felt furious about being fooled by the person I had 
committed myself to but who did not love me in return. 
How could someone say he loved me and do this? Why 
wouldn�’t he just end it before hurting me to the core? How 
could a twenty-something win his attention over me? How 
could I have been so blind?

I immediately texted AJ at work. �“Come home, NOW!�”
Then I quickly began packing my necessary things into 

my carry-on. Meanwhile, I continued to look throughout 
the apartment to  nd other proof, although it wasn�’t neces-
sary. I had plenty. Then he called from outside the kitchen 
at work on a break. In a downright nasty tone, I yelled, 
�“Take a cab home!�”

Of course, he didn�’t want to. �“I can�’t take a cab, Heidi. 
I�’m going to look like an ass when I have to explain to my 
coworkers why my wife wouldn�’t pick me up.�”

I said angrily in return, �“Well, at least that would make 
two of us looking like asses. I know about her.�”

He paused, and I could hear him taking a drag of his 
menthol cigarette. Then he explained, �“I was going to come 
clean to you tomorrow. I have emotionally betrayed you.�” 
What a cop-out that he couldn�’t own up to more than 
�“emotional betrayal�” after over a year of lies and in delity.
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�“The cat is out of the bag, AJ. I found her letter!�”
After demanding he explain himself fully, which he 

said he would, I agreed to pick him up after his shift. Before 
leaving the apartment, I researched a number for a local 
taxi to take me to the airport the next day. Given that 
letter, I wouldn�’t stay the full week and work remotely as 
I had planned.

After his shift was over and he came out to the car, I 
threw him the car keys. �“I�’m too emotional to drive with 
you in the car.�” On the drive home, he pleaded, �“Heidi, 
we�’ve both had a hard day. Let�’s just go home. We�’ll talk 
in the morning. I�’ll tell you everything you want to know. 
I promise.�”

That night, he slept on the  oor while I tossed and 
turned in the futon that disgusted me. How could I lie 
in the same bed where they had been? Both of us feeling 
restless, we got up early the next morning. It was chilly 
and misting, a  tting backdrop for such a melodrama. He 
planned to drive us across the Hudson River to the Min-
newaska State Park�—to talk. The park is part of the Shawa-
ngunk Mountain Range where I had gone hiking a month 
previously. It was my favorite area to hike with its multiple 
day-trail hikes and beautiful vistas of lakes and waterfalls, 
all framed by dense forest and rugged rock formations. He�’d 
never gone with me because he was always at school or 
working.

I bet he took time off for the other woman. Did he take 
her to my favorite spot?

I could have used a walk to get rid of some of my angst, 
but unfortunately for both of us, when we got there the 
park wasn�’t yet open. His plan B was to eat breakfast at 
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a diner, but I was too upset to eat. After over an hour of 
driving with no plan C and still waiting for his explanation, 
I had reached my threshold.

�“Tell me the truth now!�” I shouted as I pounded the 
dashboard. He pulled over and said, �“This is why I can�’t do 
it anymore.�”

�“So that�’s an excuse to have an affair for over a year? 
Bullshit!�”

We returned to the studio without a hike, breakfast, 
or a confession. By then, it was nearly noon. The Patriots 
pregame was about to begin. I couldn�’t stand it. With the 
football game on, he wouldn�’t talk. It was partially my 
fault since I�’d taught him the rules of the game so he could 
talk sports with his colleagues. But watching football had 
become an all-encompassing pastime for him, and he was 
an avid soccer fan as well.

Knowing I couldn�’t stay in the apartment, I decided 
to take a walk. Before leaving, I took out the garbage and 
an empty pizza box. That�’s when the tree hit me�—while 
AJ was drinking a beer and watching the Patriots game via 
some pirated Internet site. Somehow he must have ignored 
or missed the  re department sirens and lights that rescued 
me. However, he did call my phone after I didn�’t return 
later that afternoon. That was when the doctor answered.

By that time, I was in the ER.


